This development started at Princeton University where Sol and the Biophisics Group were formely based. Sandor Barna, former member of this group, graduated from Princeton in 1997 with a thesis based on the development of the first PAD prototype. Much of the today results are a direct outcome of his terrific work.
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The PAD detector is a 2-dimensional imager capable of storing subsequent frames in less than 0.5 microsecond. It will be used for time resolved experiments where speed is a critical factor. Some of the main PAD goals are:
PAD Composition
A PAD detector is composed of a high resistivity pixellated silicon layer bump bonded to an ASIC CMOS chip. The high resistivity pixellated silicon layer is also called diode detection layer: this is the place where X-rays are absorbed and converted into an electrical signal. This signal is then sensed and collected by individual pixels. Each pixel is connected to a specific read-out electronics channel laid-out on an ASIC CMOS chip by a solder bump bond. 
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The ASIC
This is an example of the ASIC CMOS chip designed for the first detector build at Princeton. The ASIC is designed in house and then sent for fabrication. The true benefit of a pixel array detector is its flexibility. The function of the detector is determined by the ASIC, i.e. how to process the charge coming from the silicon diode layer. Therefore we can think of many ways to process the data, either integrating the charge or counting pulses of charge due to each x-ray. 
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This schematic represents a rapid fire storage system. Eight capacitors store eight frames of x-ray information. These are stored at a variable rate of up to >1Mhz. After storage of eight frames, the detector is read out. It's the fastest framing detector around!
A Pixel Schematic for Ultra-Fast Data Collection
There are many high speed x-ray experiments that suit the Pixel Array Detector. Prime examples are time-resolved X-ray diffraction studies of biological and non-biological materials. Interesting biological diffraction studies include examination of enzyme-substrate interactions, polymerization, and contracting muscle. Time-resolved non-biological materials include substances undergoing elastic deformation under stress, phase changes in liquid crystals, fluid flows, and materials failure. Short time interval experiments often involve a combination of fast-optical imaging and fastradiography, and frequently require data acquisition for very short time intervals (micro to nanosecs). Currently available area detectors cannot frame on these time scales. Therefore, a fast, large-area detector is needed. 
Plans for the Immediate Future
A new microchip is in the final stages of fabrication. The design is a new one: four ASICs will be bonded to a monolithic diode layer, thus creating a new "strip" detector. Each ASIC has 209x213 pixels, so a monolithic module contains 209x852 pixels, a huge leap in pixel number. It is a three side buttable design, such that the detector modules can be tiled to cover even larger formats and areas. The new chip has been designed with a 0.25 µm process, with 100 µm pixel.
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